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If you're like most folks new to the idea of the writer's life, you probably have a TON of questions.

And after nearly 20 years of helping folks like you become successful copywriters …

We've been asked everything you could possibly imagine.

That's why I recently did an Inside AWAI session with AWAI's Executive Director Katie Yeakle and Copy Chief Sandy Franks all 

about the copywriting opportunity …

And we tackled ALL the details you need to know to decide if copywriting is for you, and if so, the steps you need to take to get 

started.

You can register for instant, FREE access here.

In this webinar, we not only cover …
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Why NOW is the best time ever to become a professional freelance copywriter …

How you can get started as soon as tonight — regardless of your writing experience, age, background, formal 

education, or professional history …

Why good copywriters are in such high demand … and why they're often paid hundreds of dollars per hour …

How one multibillion-dollar company ensures your new skill will always be highly valued …

The beating heart of copywriting — master this ONE technique and you'll write more effective copy and land more 

paid writing projects than you could ever imagine …

The inside scoop on fees, royalties, and retainers — exactly how much you can earn for a single page of copy, how 

to get royalties, and what projects call for lucrative retainer deals (that give you guaranteed monthly income) …

We'll also show you exactly where to get:

ALL the skills you need to do the work better than 99% of the other writers out there,

unlimited support on your journey, for life …

guided help in finding paying assignments …

the confidence you know what you're doing …

and even expert feedback on your writing!

If you've ever wondered about copywriting …

Or there's even one thing you aren't sure of that continues to hold you back from living the writer's life …

Watch the FREE webinar now.

And if you still have any questions afterward, feel free to email me at askrebecca@awaionline.com … or call our Member 

Services team at toll-free 866-879-2924.

We'll be here to help!

Another one of the most common questions we get asked is …

Aren't there enough copywriters already?
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Even though AWAI has trained thousands of new copywriters every year for almost 20 years, the answer is still overwhelmingly 

NO. There aren't enough copywriters!

There are literally millions of companies who need trained copywriters.

Not a week goes by that I don't get email from companies, wondering where they can find their next star writer.

These folks all have generous budgets set aside specifically for copywriting.

In short, the name of the game here is abundance.

It all starts with understanding what copywriting is all about … and following the four simple steps to get started.

Register for FREE instant access to the webinar here … and get started on your exciting new journey as soon as TONIGHT!
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